Abstract. The algorithm SPECTRE specializes logic programs with respect to positive and negative examples by applying the transformation rule unfolding together with clause removal. The method IMPUT presented in this paper gives a modified version of this algorithm by integrating the algorithmic debugging system IDTS with SPECTRE. The main idea of the IMPUT method is that the identification of a clause to be unfolded has a crucial importance on the effectiveness of the specialization process. The debugging system IDTS is used to identify this buggy clause.
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1 Introduction

The problem of specializing a logic program with respect to positive and negative examples can be viewed as the problem of pruning an SLD-tree so that all refutations of negative examples and no refutations of positive examples are excluded. The actual pruning can be performed by applying an unfolding or a clause removal step. The SPECTRE algorithm [7] is based on this idea, and it specializes clauses defining a target predicate by using different strategies for selecting the literal to apply unfolding upon (e.g., taking the leftmost, selecting randomly or using the impurity measure).
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In this paper we present a method for the interactive revision of multiple predicates of logic programs. The method (called IMPUT) is based on the IDTS interactive debugging technique introduced in [24][13] and the specialization algorithm called SPECTRE. The main idea behind IMPUT is that by combining a debugger with SPECTRE an improvement of the specialization process can be achieved.

The IDTS system improves Shapiro’s original algorithmic debugging method [31] by reducing the number of questions that must be put to the oracle. The validity of results of a procedure call is not asked from the oracle if it can be inferred from a Category Partition Test configuration [22]. Another advantage of IDTS is that only relevant program execution paths which may affect the value of an incorrect output are analyzed [24].

The essence of the IMPUT system is that the identification of a clause to be unfolded has a crucial importance on the effectiveness of the specialization process. If a negative example is covered by the current version of the initial program there is supposedly at least one clause that is responsible for this incorrect covering. The debugging system IDTS is used to identify a buggy clause instance which is then removed from the initial program. If a derivation of a positive example contains this clause then the resolvents of the clause are added to the initial program. A modified version of the impurity measure strategy [7] is used to determine the literal to be unfolded.

One special class of Prolog programs is the class of parsers for formal languages. The most often used tool for writing parsers is the Definite Clause Grammar (DCG) formalism [27]. DCG enables using not only formal grammar rules within a Prolog program but variables (attributes) in the rules as well. The IMPUT system is capable of specializing DCG rules, therefore it makes possible to learn natural and other (sub)grammars for example the ECG waveform grammar or other biomedical waveform grammars [15].

The working of the IMPUT system is demonstrated by means of examples of different complexity, beginning from a simple one and finally arriving at the PECEG application, which is an ECG waveform classifier extended with a learning module. In Section 2 we briefly describe the IDTS and SPECTRE systems and state some definitions made use of in this paper. Afterwards the IMPUT method itself is discussed in Section 3. In Section 4 we present an example, that demonstrates how IMPUT can be used to infer DCG programs. Section 5 contains some benchmarks on SPECTRE and IMPUT. In Section 6 a more involved application of IMPUT, that of the extended PECEG system is presented. Section 7 gives an account of related works, and some interesting conclusions are mentioned in Section 8. In Appendix A and B two examples on IMPUT sessions are given along with computer printouts to aid the readers’ understanding.

2 Preliminaries

In this section we provide definitions of some of the concepts used in this paper and short descriptions of the IDTS and SPECTRE systems.
2.1 Definitions

The specialization of a logic program by unfolding and clause removal is discussed in [7]. Let $P$ logic program be a set of (program) clauses. If a clause $p_i \in P$ takes part in the refutation of some negative examples, but it does not occur in the refutations of positive examples, then it may be removed from the program. Such clauses are obtained from an initial program by unfolding. The following definitions of derivation and resolvent were introduced in [18].

Definition 1 (derivation, resolvent) Let $G_i$ be a goal clause $\leftarrow A_1, \ldots, A_m, \ldots, A_k$, $C_{i+1}$ be a program clause $A \leftarrow B_1, \ldots, B_q$ and $R$ a computation rule. Then $G_{i+1}$ is derived from $G_i$ and $C_{i+1}$ using $\text{mgu} \theta_{i+1}$ via $R$ if the following conditions hold:
- $A_m$ is the selected atom determined by the computation rule $R$.
- $A_m \theta_{i+1} = A \theta_{i+1}$.
- $G_{i+1}$ is the goal $(\leftarrow A_1, \ldots, A_{m-1}, B_1, \ldots, B_q, A_{m+1}, \ldots, A_k) \theta_{i+1}$.
In resolution terminology $G_{i+1}$ is a resolvent of $G_i$ and $C_{i+1}$.

Definition 2 (unfolding) Let $p_i = H \leftarrow A_1, \ldots, A_m, \ldots, A_k$ be a program clause in $P$, and $C = \{c_1, \ldots, c_q\}$ be a set of program clauses such that the head of each $c_j \in C$ is unifiable with the literal $A_m$ by some unifier $\theta_j$. $A_m$ is selected by some computation rule $R$. Then the program $P'$ after unfolding is:
$$P' = U(P) = P \setminus \{p_i\} \cup \bigcup_{c_j \in C} H \leftarrow A_1, \ldots, A_{m-1}, \text{body}(c_j)\theta_j, A_{m+1}, \ldots, A_k,$$
where the clause $p_i$ is replaced by its resolvents in the program $P$.

Applying the above unfolding operator $U$ we can obtain new versions of the initial program and after some steps of unfolding we may find clause(s) that can be removed from the program without harming its behavior on the positive examples.

Definition 3 (false clause) Let $P$ be a set of program clauses, and $e^-$ a ground atom. Let the expected program model be $M$, which is embodied by an oracle. ($M$ may differ from the least Herbrand model $M_P$.) For the purposes $e^-$ is covered by the program $P$. Then $p_i$ is said to be a false clause in the program $P$ if the following holds:
- An instance of $p_i$ does occur in the derivation of the goal $e^-$.  
- If the clause instance of $p_i$ that occurs in the derivation is $B \leftarrow A_1, \ldots, A_k$ and if all atoms in the body of that clause instance are in the model $M$ but $B$ is not in $M$.

2.2 The Category Partition Testing Method

The original CPM method is developed for imperative languages [22]. The reformulation of this method for Prolog and its formal description can be found in [24][13].

During the process of functional testing, the programs (procedures) cannot be tested with all possible properties of the input parameters. Hence, the tester’s first task is to define the critical properties of parameters. These critical properties are called categories.
The categories are divided into classes (called *choices*) presuming that the behavior of the elements of one choice is identical from the point of view of the testing.

If the categories and choices for a program have been defined, then all the possible *test frames* can be generated. A test frame contains exactly one choice from each category. In general, there are many superfluous frames among the generated test frames. These frames can be eliminated by associating *selector expressions* with the choices. A choice can be made in a test frame if the selector expression associated with the choice is true. The selector expressions contain *property names*. A property name is also associated with a choice and can be considered as a logical variable. The value of this variable is true if the given frame contains that choice.

The below example shows a test specification for the `line(X)` Prolog predicate. In the examples below the `line(X)` denotes a line segment with slope `X`; `line(inf)` denotes a vertical line with infinite slope. Two categories are defined: the *Measure of the slope* and the *Sign of the slope*. In each category we have several choices. The two properties: *zero* and *infinite* help to reduce the number of generated test frames.

**Category** Measure of the slope

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choice</th>
<th>Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>small</td>
<td>abs(slope) &lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medium</td>
<td>0.01 ≤ abs(slope) &lt; 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>big</td>
<td>abs(slope) &gt; 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zero</td>
<td>slope = 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inf</td>
<td>slope = inf</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Category** Sign of the slope

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choice</th>
<th>Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>negative</td>
<td>if not zero and not inf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>positive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the above test specification the following test frames can be generated:

{(small, negative), (small, positive), (medium, negative), (medium, positive), (big, negative), (big, positive), (zero, positive), (inf, positive)}

### 2.3 The IDTS System

The IDTS interactive debugging environment was first presented in [24][13]. This preliminary version of the IDTS combines the Shapiro’s *false procedure* algorithm [31] (see Figure 1) and the CPM testing method [22]. Currently, IDTS also works with the *divide-and-query* [31] and the *top-down* debugging algorithms as well. Later IDTS was augmented with program slicing techniques [24] for making an even more advanced debugging system.

The algorithmic program debugging method introduced by Shapiro can isolate an erroneous procedure, given a program and an input on which it behaves incorrectly. Shapiro’s model was originally applied to Prolog programs to diagnose the following three types of errors: termination with incorrect output, termination with missing output, and nontermination. A major drawback of this debugging method is the great number
of queries made to the user about the correctness of intermediate results of procedure calls.

A major improvement in the bug localization process is realized in IDTS by combining the category partition testing method [22] with the algorithm introduced in [31]. The main idea is as follows: During the debugging of a program the user has to answer many difficult questions. If the program has already been tested, the test results for the procedures of the program can be directly applied in the debugging process without consulting the user.

The category partition testing part of the IDTS can be used if an initial test database has been defined. As a drawback, this initial test configuration can be considered as an extra knowledge for the debugger (and for the incremental learner). However, in the learning process we usually have a preliminary assumption about the expected behavior of a predicate to be learned. From this point of view, a category partition test specification can be seen as a higher-order description of the program, with a close resemblance to integrity constraints [11].

The program slicing part of IDTS is based on the annotation inference\(^5\) technique introduced in [8]. Using this technique an annotating specification of directionality (input, output) can be automatically generated for the functional part of a logic program. The user may annotate more positions according to his/her intended use of the program, and IDTS will check the functional correctness of the final annotation.

From an annotation a dependence graph is constructed for the logic program [12]. A proof (refutation) tree is produced for a buggy program and using the dependence graph the tree is sliced, removing those parts that have no influence on the visible symptom of a bug. The algorithmic debugger traverses the sliced proof tree only, thus concentrating on the suspect part of the program. The annotation of the program is used for preparing the test database as well: the user may provide test cases over input arguments of the annotated program.

2.4 The SPECTRE Algorithm

The algorithm SPECTRE [7] specializes logic programs with respect to positive and negative examples by applying the transformation rule unfolding [34] together with clause removal. This is done in the following way. As long as there is a clause in the program that covers a negative example, it is checked whether it covers any positive
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\(^5\) The method has originally been developed for functional logic programs. In IDTS (applied on Prolog) the functional entities are represented by conventional extra-logical primitives, such as arithmetics.
examples or not. If it covers no positive examples, then it is removed, otherwise it is unfolded. The choice of which literal to unfold upon is made using a computation rule, which is given as input to the algorithm. The generality of the resulting specialization is dependent on the computation rule, and thus the choice of computation rule is crucial for the performance of the algorithm. The experimental results presented in [7] indicate that the computation rule should be formulated so that the number of clauses that are needed to distinguish between positive and negative examples is minimized. This means that the number of applications of unfolding should be kept as low as possible, since the number of clauses increases when unfolding is applied. In [7] the optimal choice of literal to unfold upon was approximated by selecting the literal that results in the minimal residual impurity of the resolvents when having applied unfolding. The measure of residual impurity used coincides with that used in ID3 [28].

3 The IMPUT System

IMPUT is an abductive learning algorithm that applies unfolding and clause removal transformations to the input Prolog program taking into account the sets of positive and negative examples. At each step of the algorithm we get better and better programs in the sense that the intermediate hypotheses still refute on all of the positive examples but will fail on more negative examples. When the algorithm terminates, the resulted program will fail on all of the negative examples. Unfortunately, the termination of the algorithm is not guaranteed. Cheng and Wolf [21] discussed its theoretical background and proposed a complete specialization algorithm that will always terminate and can obtain a correct solution for any possible input.

The IMPUT algorithm consists of three steps:
- finding that clause, the unfolding is applied upon — this step is done by the IDTS debugger
- finding the literal within that clause, that will be the basis of the unfolding — the SPECTRE algorithm is used here [7]
- performing the unfolding on the program

The working of IMPUT is demonstrated by the help of the rectangle/4 example shown in Figure 2. The task of this program is to recognize a horizontally lying rectangle with vertical left and right sides and with horizontal base and top segments. One possible solution is presented in Figure 3.

For a comparison SPECTRE is also tested with this example. The obtained result can be seen in Figure 4. The output clearly shows the basic drawback of the SPECTRE. It always unfolds clauses defining the target predicate although in many cases the revision of other clauses would be more appropriate. Of course, by utilizing more examples the result of the SPECTRE system can be improved. However, such solution that is presented in Figure 3 can never be achieved by this algorithm, although SPECTRE can produce an equivalent program.

On the other hand, the IMPUT system integrating the specialization algorithm of SPECTRE with the IDTS interactive debugging system can infer the expected program for rectangle/4.
rectangle(X, Y, Z, U) :- leftside(X), base(Y),
                    rightsie(Z), top(U).

base(X) :- segment(X).
top(X) :- segment(X).
leftside(X) :- segment(X).
rightside(X) :- segment(X).
segment(X) :- horiz(X).
segment(X) :- vert(X).

horiz(line(X)) :- Z is abs(X), Z < 0.01.
vert(line(X)) :- Z is abs(X), Z > 100.

E^+ =
rectangle(line(150), line(0.005), line(inf), line(0.0)),
rectangle(line(-160), line(0.0), line(inf), line(0.005)),
rectangle(line(150), line(-0.004), line(150), line(-0.004)),
rectangle(line(inf), line(0.005), line(150), line(0.0))

E^- =
rectangle(line(150), line(-160), line(0.005), line(-160)),
rectangle(line(-170), line(160), line(0.0), line(180)),
rectangle(line(200), line(0.001), line(300), line(400)),
rectangle(line(-160), line(0.005), line(-160), line(-160)),
rectangle(line(0.005), line(0.0), line(0.0), line(0.005)),
rectangle(line(0.005), line(-160), line(0.0), line(0.0)),
rectangle(line(150), line(0.0), line(0.0), line(-0.004))

Fig. 2. The initial program and the examples for rectangle/4

rectangle(X, Y, Z, U) :- leftside(X), base(Y),
                    rightsie(Z), top(U).

base(X) :- horiz(X).
top(X) :- horiz(X).
leftside(X) :- vert(X).
rightside(X) :- vert(X).
segment(X) :- horiz(X).
segment(X) :- vert(X).

horiz(line(X)) :- Z is abs(X), Z < 0.01.
vert(line(X)) :- Z is abs(X), Z > 100.

Fig. 3. One possible solution for the rectangle/4 program

3.1 The IMPUT algorithm

The main idea of IMPUT is that the identification of the next clause to be unfolded has a crucial importance in the effectiveness of the specialization process. It is assumed that, when a negative example is covered by the current hypothesis (intermediate program), then there is at least one clause which is responsible for this incorrect covering. IMPUT uses the IDTS debugging algorithm to identify a buggy clause of the program. The clause identified in this process will be unfolded in the next step of the specialization algorithm.
rectangle (line(150), line(0.005), A, B) :- segment(A), horiz(B).
rectangle (line(150), line(-0.004), A, B) :- rightside(A), top(B).
rectangle (line(-160), line(0.0), A, B) :- rightside(A), top(B).
rectangle (line(-160), line(-0.004), A, B) :- rightside(A), top(B).
rectangle (line(inf), A, B, C) :- base(A), rightside(B), top(C).
base(A) :- segment(A).
top(A) :- segment(A).
leftside(A) :- segment(A).
rightside(A) :- segment(A).
segment(A) :- horiz(A).
segment(A) :- vert(A).
horiz(line(X)) :- Z is abs(X), Z < 0.01.
vert(line(X)) :- Z is abs(X), Z > 100.

Fig. 4. The output of the SPECTRE system with the impurity measure computation rule

In the IMPUT method, similarly to the general ILP approach, background knowledge can also be given which is not modified during the specialization. This means that the input clauses are labeled and those clauses belong to the background are not debugged by the IDTS, therefore will not be unfolded. Background clauses remain unchanged during the specialization process.

In the specialization process there are two approaches for the clause removal. Either one removes as many clauses as possible and get a most specific theory or one removes only those clauses whose removal is necessary and get a least specific theory. In both approaches the obtained program will succeed on $E^+$ and will fail on $E^-$. The algorithm presented in Figure 5 results in a most specific theory. The other one, presented in Figure 6 results in a least specific theory.

For demonstration purposes we used the algorithm produces a most specific theory. The least specific theory algorithm gives the same result in this special case, but it needs twice as many steps (a separate step is needed for the clause removal).

3.2 Running IMPUT on the rectangle example:

In the following we give a detailed description of how the IMPUT system is working on the rectangle/4 example listed in Figure 2. This example also shows the usage of test database during the debugging. The horiz/1 and vert/1 predicates are labeled as background clauses. It will reduce the number of questions during the debugging. Figure 7 shows the initial clauses and the background knowledge for the program rectangle/4.

The following CPM test specification for the predicate segment/1 is given:

Category Measure of the slope
**Input:** An initial program \( P = \{ p_1, \ldots, p_n \} \), background knowledge \( B = \{ b_1, \ldots, b_n \} \) (a set of clauses that is not changed during the learning process), sets of ground atoms \( E^+, E^- \) (the positive and the negative examples).

**Output:** Series of programs \( P^{(0)}, P^{(1)}, \ldots, P^{(n)} \) (\( P^{(0)} = P \)), where \( P^{(i+1)} = \bar{U}(P^{(i)}) \) \( (0 \leq i < n) \), \( \bar{U} \) is the unfolding operator extended with clause removal.

**The Algorithm:**

if the program \( P \) does not terminate on all \( e^+ \in E^+ \).

then stop "Initial program should cover all positive examples."

let \( i = 0 \).

while there is an \( e^- \in E^- \) such that \( P^{(i)} \) does not fail on \( e^- \) do

begin

Find the responsible clause \( c \in P^{(i)} \) using the IDTS debugger
(such clause should exist)

Select the more suitable literal in the body of \( c \) on which the unfolding will be applied
if such literal does not exist then abort.

Perform unfolding on \( c \).

let \( C = \{ c_1, \ldots, c_s \} \) be the resolvents of \( c \).

Remove from \( C \) all those clauses that do not occur in refutations of positive examples.

let \( P^{(i+1)} = P^{(i)} \setminus \{ c \} \cup C \)

let \( i = i + 1 \)

end

Fig. 5. The IMPUT algorithm for most specific theory

**Choice**

- **small** \{ abs(slope) < 0.01 \}
- **medium** \{ 0.01 \leq abs(slope) < 100 \}
- **big** \{ abs(slope) > 100 \}
- **zero** \{ slope = 0 \} property **zero**
- **inf** \{ slope = inf \} property **infinite**

**Category** Sign of the slope

- **negative** \[ \text{if not zero and not inf} \]
- **positive**

From the above test specification IDTS generates the following test frames:

\{ \text{(small, negative), (small, positive), (medium, negative), (medium, positive), (big, negative), (big, positive), (zero, positive), (inf, positive)} \}

The test database contains test cases for a given predicate and a test frame. A test case consists of: input arguments; the result of running the the program with these arguments (it is a logical value true/false); and the evaluation of this test case by the **oracle**. The evaluation can be **undefined**, **correct** or **incorrect**. The test database is represented by a set of Prolog facts. Each fact corresponds to a predicate and one of its test frame. The input arguments for the test case, the result and the evaluation of the test frame (that
**Input:** An initial program $P = \{p_1, \ldots, p_n\}$, background knowledge $B = \{b_1, \ldots, b_n\}$ (a set of clauses that is not changed during the learning process), sets of ground atoms $E^+$, $E^-$ (the positive and the negative examples).

**Output:** Series of programs $P^{(0)}$, $P^{(1)}$, $\ldots$, $P^{(n)}$ ($P^{(0)} = P$), where $P^{(i+1)} = \hat{U}(P^{(i)})$ ($0 \leq i < n$). $\hat{U}$ is the unfolding operator extended with clause removal.

The Algorithm:

if the program $P$ does not terminate on all $e^+ \in E^+$.
then stop "Initial program should cover all positive examples."
let $i = 0$.
while there is an $e^- \in E^-$ such that $P^{(i)}$ does not fail on $e^-$ do
begin
  Find the buggy clause $c \in P^{(i)}$ using the IDTS debugger (such clause should exist)
  if $c$ does not occur in the refutations of positive examples
  then Remove $c$ from $P^{(i)}$ ($P^{(i+1)} = P^{(i)} \setminus \{c\}$).
  else begin
    Select the more suitable literal in the body of $c$ on which the unfolding will be applied
    if such literal does not exist then abort.
    Perform unfolding on $c$.
    let $C = \{c_1, \ldots, c_g\}$ denote the resolvents of $c$.
    let $P^{(i+1)} = P^{(i)} \setminus \{c\} \cup C$
  end
  let $i = i + 1$
end

**Fig. 6.** The IMPUT algorithm for least specific theory

is aggregated from the evaluations of test cases belonging to this test frame) are stored as arguments of test/6 predicate. The user may enter evaluations to some (or all) test frames when beginning the IMPUT session. Let us suppose that the test database contains the following items:

```
test(segment,1,[small,negative], [line(-0.001)],true,correct).
test(segment,1,[small,positive], [line(0.002)],true,correct).
test(segment,1,[medium,negative], undefined).
test(segment,1,[medium,positive], undefined).
test(segment,1,[big,negative], undefined).
test(segment,1,[big,positive], undefined).
test(segment,1,[zero,positive], [line(0)],true,correct).
test(segment,1,[inf,positive], undefined).
```

The above test database corresponds to that the horizontal segments have been tested with result $correct$. The other test frames were left $undefined$. Let us apply the IMPUT algorithm listed in Figure 5.

$i = 0$.

All positive examples are covered. The first example rectangle(line(150), line(-160),
The initial program is:

\[
\text{rectangle}(X,Y,Z,U) \leftarrow \text{leftside}(X), \ \text{base}(Y), \ \text{rightside}(Z), \ \text{top}(U).
\]

\[
\text{base}(X) \leftarrow \text{segment}(X).
\]

\[
\text{top}(X) \leftarrow \text{segment}(X).
\]

\[
\text{leftside}(X) \leftarrow \text{segment}(X).
\]

\[
\text{rightside}(X) \leftarrow \text{segment}(X).
\]

\[
\text{segment}(X) \leftarrow \text{horiz}(X).
\]

\[
\text{segment}(X) \leftarrow \text{vert}(X).
\]

The background knowledge is:

\[
\text{horiz}(\text{line}(X)) \leftarrow Z = \text{abs}(X), Z < 0.01.
\]

\[
\text{vert}(\text{line}(X)) \leftarrow Z = \text{abs}(X), Z > 100.
\]

**Fig. 7.** The initial program and the background knowledge for the IMPUT system

\[
\text{rectangle}(X,Y,Z,U) \leftarrow \text{leftside}(X), \ \text{base}(Y), \ \text{rightside}(Z), \ \text{top}(U).
\]

\[
\text{base}(X) \leftarrow \text{horiz}(X).
\]

\[
\text{top}(X) \leftarrow \text{segment}(X).
\]

\[
\text{leftside}(X) \leftarrow \text{segment}(X).
\]

\[
\text{rightside}(X) \leftarrow \text{segment}(X).
\]

\[
\text{segment}(X) \leftarrow \text{horiz}(X).
\]

\[
\text{segment}(X) \leftarrow \text{vert}(X).
\]

**Fig. 8.** The program $P^{(1)}$ after the first step of IMPUT

\[
\text{line}(0.005), \ \text{line}(-160)) \in E^- \text{ is covered by the program } P. \text{ Entering into the debugger, the following questions are asked (the facts involved in the background knowledge and those having a correct evaluation in the test database do not invoke a question):}
\]

\[
\text{segment(\text{line}(150)) is it ok? (y/n) y}
\]

\[
\text{leftside(\text{line}(150)) is it ok? (y/n) y}
\]

\[
\text{segment(\text{line}(-160)) is it ok? (y/n) y}
\]

\[
\text{base(\text{line}(-160)) is it ok? (y/n) n}
\]

Let us follow the steps of the IMPUT algorithm listed in Figure 5. By means of the debugger a clause has been found that is responsible for the incorrect behavior. The clause is then being specialized by unfolding. There is only one literal on the right side of the $\text{base}(X): \neg \text{segment}(X)$ clause, therefore the unfolding will be based on that literal. The resolvents of the clause are: $C = \{ \text{base}(X): \neg \text{horiz}(X), \ \text{base}(X): \neg \text{vert}(X) \}$. The clause $\text{base}(X): \neg \text{vert}(X)$ is removed from $C$, because there is no positive example whose derivation contains it. The first intermediate hypothesis for $\text{rectangle}/4 \ P^{(1)}$ is listed in Figure 8.

\[
i = 1.
\]

Before the second step the test database will contain the following items:
Two test frames were changed in the test database: (big, positive) and (big, negative). Let us understand that after the test database filled so, the IDTS debugger will not ask facts on segment/1 predicate any longer excluding the test frames (medium, negative), (medium, positive) and (inf, positive). IDTS also remembers the sporadic facts that was evaluated by the user but not stored into the test database.

The program $P^{(1)}$ will not cover the first, second and sixth negative examples:

- rectangle(line(150), line(-160), line(0.005), line(-160)),
- rectangle(line(-170), line(160), line(0.0), line(180)),
- rectangle(line(0.005), line(-160), line(0.0), line(0.0)).

but will cover the third negative example:

- rectangle(line(200), line(0.001), line(300), line(400)).

Entering into the debugger the following questions are asked:

- `leftside(line(150))` is it ok? (y/n) y
- `base(line(0.001))` is it ok? (y/n) y
- `rightside(line(300))` is it ok? (y/n) y
- `top(line(400))` is it ok? (y/n) n

The clause to unfold is: `top(X) :- ¬segment(X)`. The right side contains only one literal, therefore the unfolding will be based on that literal. The resolvents of the clause is: $C = \{top(X) :- ¬horiz(X), top(X) :- ¬vert(X)\}$. The `top(X) :- ¬vert(X)` clause does not occur in the derivation of positive examples therefore it is removed from $C$. The result of the second step is presented in Figure 9.

Fig. 9. The program $P^{(2)}$ after the second step of IMPUT.
Then, using the negative example rectangle(line(0.005), line(0.0), line(0.0), line(0.005)) we will find that the clause leftside(X) :- segment(X) should be unfolded. Similarly to the previous steps $P_{i}^{(3)}$ is obtained. Finally only one negative example left covered by the program $P_{i}^{(3)}$: rectangle(line(150), line(0.0), line(0.0), line(-0.004)).

The rightside(X) :- segment(X) clause should be unfolded. The resulted program $P_{i}^{(4)}$ — see in Figure 10 — will cover all elements of the $E^+$ and will fail on all elements of the $E^-$. The result is the same as the expected solution listed in Figure 3.

rectangle(X,Y,Z,U) :- leftside(X), base(Y),
                    rightside(Z), top(U).
base(X) :- horiz(X).
top(X) :- horiz(X).
leftside(X) :- vert(X).
rightside(X) :- vert(X).
segment(X) :- horiz(X).
segment(X) :- vert(X).

Fig. 10. The program $P_{i}^{(4)}$ which is the result of the IMPUT algorithm

A great drawback of the IMPUT system is that the oracle has to answer membership questions to identify a buggy clause instance. However, using the IDTS the number of these questions can be radically reduced.

4 The Sentence Example

In this section we will present the sentence example. The sentence program is a parser for a very simple English sentence grammar. See Figure 11. The program is given in DCG [27] that means the program is given in set of formal grammar rules instead of Prolog clauses.

The sentence program recognizes English sentences having a simple verb-phrase and a simple noun-phrase. Both of them may be singular and plural. For the purposes, the initial program does not match the phrases to each other. The example shows how IMPUT can learn from the examples the correct version of it, that will match the singular verb-phrase to singular noun-phrase and the plural verb-phrase to the plural noun-phrase.

The sentence example contains seven positive and three negative examples. The last four positive examples are technical ones. These facts enforce IMPUT to find the solution by unfolding instead of deletion clauses for predicates nounphrase and verbphrase.

Let us start with the negative example: "The boys plays". The IDTS debugger will find that the responsible clause is sentence :- nounphrase, verbphrase. IMPUT will unfold the second literal and results in the
0: sentence --> nounphrase, verbphrase.
1: nounphrase --> singular nounphrase.
2: nounphrase --> plural nounphrase.
3: singular nounphrase --> nm.
4: singular nounphrase --> singular determiner, singular noun.
5: plural nounphrase --> plural determiner, plural noun.
6: plural nounphrase --> plural noun.
7: verbphrase --> singular verb.
8: verbphrase --> plural verb.

\[ E^+ = \{
\text{sentence}([\text{bob, plays}]. []),
\text{sentence}([\text{dogs, run}]. []),
\text{sentence}([\text{the, boy, jumps}]. []),
\text{nounphrase}([\text{bob}]. []),
\text{nounphrase}([\text{the, dogs}]. []),
\text{verbphrase}([\text{run}]. []),
\text{verbphrase}([\text{runs}]. []))
\]

\[ E^- = \{
\text{sentence}([\text{the, boys, plays}]. []),
\text{sentence}([\text{boys, runs}]. []),
\text{sentence}([\text{a, dog, jump}]. []))
\]

Fig. 11. The sentence example

\[ C = \{ \text{sentence} \rightarrow \text{singular nounphrase, verbphrase}
\text{sentence} \rightarrow \text{plural nounphrase, verbphrase} \}
\]

resolvents. IMPUT will remove the false-clause and adds the resolvents \( C \) to the program. At this time IMPUT can not remove any clauses from the program, because of the positive examples. The program after the first step is presented in Figure 12.

0-1: sentence --> singular nounphrase, verbphrase.
0-2: sentence --> plural nounphrase, verbphrase.
1: nounphrase --> singular nounphrase.
2: nounphrase --> plural nounphrase.
3: singular nounphrase --> nm.
4: singular nounphrase --> singular determiner, singular noun.
5: plural nounphrase --> plural determiner, plural noun.
6: plural nounphrase --> plural noun.
7: verbphrase --> singular verb.
8: verbphrase --> plural verb.

Fig. 12. The sentence program after the first unfolding step

For the better understanding in IMPUT all clauses are numbered. Clauses obtained by unfolding are denoted by pairs instead of single numbers. The first element in the pair is the number of the original clause, the second is the number of the substituted
clause. (The literal position where the unfolding was done is not stored — mostly it is obvious.) The clause number 0-1 denotes the clause that was obtained from the clause number 0 by substituting the clause number 1 into it.

0-1: sentence-->singular_nounphrase, verbphrase.
0-2-8: sentence-->plural_nounphrase, plural_verb.
1: nounphrase-->singular_nounphrase.
2: nounphrase-->plural_nounphrase.
3: singular_nounphrase-->nm.
4: singular_nounphrase-->singular_determiner, singular_noun.
5: plural_nounphrase-->plural_determiner, plural_noun.
6: plural_nounphrase-->plural_noun.
7: verbphrase-->singular_verb.
8: verbphrase-->plural_verb.

Fig. 13. The sentence program after the second unfolding step

The program obtained by unfolding will always be logically equivalent with the original one if no one clause is deleted. This is what happened now. The program presented in Figure 12 will cover the first negative example “The boys plays”. Cover means that the sentence program refutes this example. The responsible clause for it is sentence → plural_nounphrase, verbphrase. IMPUT will unfold the first literal and results in the C = {sentence → plural_nounphrase, singular_verb and sentence → plural_nounphrase, plural_verb} resolvents. The first clause does not occur is the derivation of positive examples, therefore IMPUT removes it from C. IMPUT also removes the false-clause from the original program and adds C to the program. The program after the second step is presented in Figure 13.

0-1-7: sentence-->singular_nounphrase, singular_verb.
0-2-8: sentence-->plural_nounphrase, plural_verb.
1: nounphrase-->singular_nounphrase.
2: nounphrase-->plural_nounphrase.
3: singular_nounphrase-->nm.
4: singular_nounphrase-->singular_determiner, singular_noun.
5: plural_nounphrase-->plural_determiner, plural_noun.
6: plural_nounphrase-->plural_noun.
7: verbphrase-->singular_verb.
8: verbphrase-->plural_verb.

Fig. 14. The final solution for the sentence program

The resulted program will fail on the first two negative examples. The only negative example left which is covered by the program is: “A dog jump”. The clause that is found by the IDTS is sentence → singular_nounphrase, verbphrase. The set of its resolvents is: C = {sentence → singular_nounphrase, singular_verb
and sentence → singular nounphrase, plural verb). The second clause in C is deleted because it does not occur in the refutation of positive examples. The final solution is listed in Figure 14.

The complete IMPUT session is presented in Appendix A. In this example we did not use the CPM testing facility. The printout in Appendix A presents the IMPUT session given the same positive and negative examples. The inferred program clauses are not transformed back to DCG because of lacking the DCG prettytyper module. On the other hand IMPUT can read DCG rules and then convert them into Prolog.

5 Experimental Results

The IMPUT algorithm was tested on three domains. The number of clauses and the accuracy of the resulting theory were examined. The test domains were the following: rectangle, sentence and the shuttle. The shuttle is described in [7].

We used the same testing technique as in [7] i.e. the sets of positive and negative examples were randomly cut into two parts. One part was used for learning and the other was used for testing. We have made ten tests on each domain computed the average accuracy and the average number of clauses in the resulting theory. The results are summarized in the following three tables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The domain</th>
<th>Number of clauses</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rectangle</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sentence</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>46.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shuttle</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>65.58%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The domain</th>
<th>Number of clauses</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rectangle</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>73.68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sentence</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>92.68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shuttle</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>99.64%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The domain</th>
<th>Number of clauses</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rectangle</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sentence</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>73.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shuttle</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>99.64%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IMPUT was tested using two different computation rules: prolog (i.e. choosing the leftmost literal), and using an impurity measure. For the sake of comparison we ran the SPECTRE algorithm with the impurity measure computation rule on the same examples.

From these results it can be concluded that using the impurity measure as computation rule gives the best solution w.r.t the number of clauses and accuracy. Comparing IMPUT and SPECTRE we see that the number of clauses learned by IMPUT is less than that learned by the SPECTRE technique. It means that IMPUT can learn more compact theories than SPECTRE due to the extra knowledge it has, either stored in the CPM test database or entered by the oracle. In most cases we achieved better accuracy with the IMPUT system than with SPECTRE.

6 The Extended PECG Application

In the following the extended PECG system [15] is presented which is currently the largest application of IMPUT. The extended PECG system integrates an ECG waveform classifier (called PECG) with IMPUT. The structure of the system can be seen in Figure 15.

6.1 The PECG System

PECG [14] system classifies the incoming ECG waveforms. Normally it results in only few classes, therefore the diagnosis can be more easily established. All waveforms are put to the same class if they differ from each other in less extent. A similarity measure is used to solve this problem. A ten minute long ECG report may contain about 800 waveforms. To find several inappropriate among them requires much effort from the doctors.

The PECG system is based on an attribute grammar specification of ECG waveforms published by Skordalakas et al [32, 33]. The basic idea of PECG [14], is to integrate the ECG classifier program that has been implemented in Prolog with the IDTS [24] and a graphic viewer. This integrated tool can recognize whether any modification in the classifier program is needed. If the system cannot analyze the input then the user is helped by the built-in IDTS debugger to find the false clause.

In the PECG system the ECG waveforms are described by DCG [27]. The construction of these grammars for different waveforms is a very sophisticated task, therefore a tool which can assist in this work would be very useful. That was the reason for developing an extended version of the PECG system.

The user of this system has to prepare an overly general grammar in the first step. This grammar may accept not only correct but many incorrect waveforms as well. Of course it is much more easier to prepare such an overly general initial grammar than the correct one. The inputs of the extended PECG system are this initial grammar, some background knowledge, positive and negative examples of ECG waveforms to be inferred. The system uses IMPUT to improve the initial grammar such that the modified grammar accepts each positive example but no negative ones.
During the learning process the system asks the user about the correctness of the recognized subpatterns (subgrammars). To answer these questions may be very difficult, hence the system has been augmented with a graphic viewer module, which displays the part of the ECG waveform being currently analyzed, see Figure 16. On the basis of the graphic display a medical expert can easily decide whether a subpattern of a given waveform has been correctly recognized or not. If an incorrect part of a grammar is identified then the system tries to apply an unfolding step to transform the grammar. This transformation usually results in a more precise recognizer of a given waveform. The system applies these transformation steps until the modified grammar does not recognize any negative example. By using this method correct recognizer grammars can be inferred for ECG waveforms starting from easy prepared overly general initial specifications.

6.2 The syntax of ECG grammar

In [33] an attribute grammar was used for the specification of ECG waveforms. An ECG waveform is described as a string of symbols from the alphabet $\Sigma = \{K^+, K^-, E, II\}$
where $K^+$ and $K^-$ represent the positive and negative peaks, $E$ the straight line segment and $\Pi$ the parabolic segment.

Our approach starts from attribute grammar specifications of waveforms, however we use Definite Clause Grammar (DCG) representations for the recognition of these waveforms. The system was extended with a graphic viewer to trace the history of the traversing of the proof tree of the analyzer program.

### 6.3 PECG: A classifier program for ECG waveforms

As an example let us suppose that we have the following initial ECG waveform presented in Figure 17. The linguistic representation of it is the following:

$$EK^+ \Pi K^+ K^- EK^+ \Pi K^+ EK^+ K^- \Pi K^+ \Pi K^+ K^- EK^+ \Pi$$

In Skordalakis’ approach [33] many numeric values are associated with the primitives (e.g. boundaries of peaks, features of slopes, starting and ending points of segments). The PECG system uses these numeric features for the correct recognition of ECG waveforms. However, in this paper we concentrate only on the learning of the syntactical part, therefore these numeric features are not discussed here.
The ECG classifier module recognizes the ECG waveforms from their linguistic representations.

The IDTS part can be divided into three submodules. The test database module generates the initial test database from a CPM specification. In the testing part a predicate can be chosen and the user can give a representing element of the test frame generated for this predicate. Then he or she can decide whether, for the given input, the output is correct or not. The debugging part is based on the idea that if the program has already been tested then the test results can be directly applied without asking the user difficult questions.

In the PECG system the algorithmic debugger IDTS has been extended with a graphic viewer. This graphic module shows the ECG subpattern being analyzed and in this way provides effective assistance for the user to answer the questions invoked by the debugger.

6.4 The learning process

In the following we explain how the integrated system refines an initial DCG representation of a waveform. As an example a cardiac cycle description is selected from the whole ECG waveform description. Every cardiac complex contains one or more cardiac waves, but the most important phase in the heart action is the QRS complex. This part was chosen to demonstrate the learning process. In the original description a QRS complex can be built up from one to seven peaks and these clauses match the QRS pattern. We tried to refine this initial DCG program to recognize the correct series of peaks in the QRS complex.

The input description contains the program for classifying cardiac cycles, the background knowledge, the positive and negative examples (see Appendix B). The task of our integrated system was to find the correct program which can recognize only the positive examples.

The main issues of the session are the following. The user starts the program by entering start then enters the name of the file to be processed. All clauses read are numbered. The clauses obtained by unfolding are numbered by pairs of numbers i–j where the first number denotes the parent, the second denotes the substituted clause.

| ?- start.  
Welcome to IMPUT learning system.  
Please enter the filename to be processed: cardiac_cycle_desc.  

The background knowledge is:
17: t_or_p(A,B):-C(A,p_peak,C),C(C,n_peak,B)  
...  
24: segment(A,B):-C(A,par,B)

The theory needs to be specialized is:
0: cardiac_cycles-->cardiac_cycle(A,C),cardiac_cycles(C,B)  
1: cardiac_cycles-->B=A  
2: cardiac_cycle-->qrs(A,C),non_qrs(C,B)  
3: qrs-->peak(A,C),peaks(C,B)
The positive examples are:
25: cardiac_cycles([p_peak, n_peak, line, ...])
...
36: cardiac_cycles([n_peak, p_peak, n_peak, ...])

The negative examples are:
37: cardiac_cycles([p_peak, p_peak, line, ...])
...
76: cardiac_cycles([n_peak, n_peak, p_peak, ...])

The positive and negative examples are checked. At the beginning, both the positive
and negative examples have to be covered by the initial description. Firstly, the sys-
tem checks if the sets of positive and negative examples are distinct, secondly if there
exist clauses which are not necessary to deduce the positive examples (in the case of
the most specific version of IMPUT). If such clauses are exist then those will be re-
moved from the program and the remaining clauses are listed. In this example clauses
7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16 are removed.

Checking input examples:

The sets of positive and negative examples are distinct.

Checking positive examples:

Clauses were found, that are not needed to cover positive
eamples.
- clauses were removed from the initial theory.

The remained clauses are:
0: cardiac_cycles --> cardiac_cycle(A, C), cardiac_cycles(C, B)
1: cardiac_cycles --> B = A
2: cardiac_cycle --> qrs(A, C), non_qrs(C, B)
3: qrs --> peak(A, C), peaks(C, B)
4: peaks --> peak(A, C), peaks(C, B)
5: peaks --> B = A
6: non_qrs --> sr(A, B)
10: sr --> segment(A, C), interwave_segment(C, B)
13: interwave_segment --> B = A

After that PECG checks for the negative examples. If the system finds a negative
eample covered by the initial program then the learning phase is invoked, otherwise
the system has obtained the correct program. Only the covered negative examples are
displayed.

The first step of the learning is to find the clause to be unfolded by means of the
debugger. The questions asked by the system can be answered with yes or no. The
answer no means that the debugger has found the false clause. In this case the debugging
process is finished and the unfolding process can be started. In the opposite case the debugging goes on to the next predicate. In this example the last question is

Is it ok \(qrs([p_{\text{peak}},p_{\text{peak}}])\) (y/n) n

The answer is no because in the correct classification a positive peak can be followed only by negative peak.

37: cardiac_cycles([p_{\text{peak}},p_{\text{peak}},\text{line},...[]]) covered.
...
76: cardiac_cycles([n_{\text{peak}},n_{\text{peak}},p_{\text{peak}},[]],[]) covered.

The fact cardiac_cycles([p_{\text{peak}},p_{\text{peak}},\text{line},...],[]) is covered by the theory.
Starting the false proc. algorithm to determine the basis of the unfolding.

Is it ok [peaks([])] (y/n) y
Is it ok [peaks([p_{\text{peak}}])] (y/n) y
Is it ok [qrs([p_{\text{peak}},p_{\text{peak}}])] (y/n) n,

The most complex part of the system is the unfolding part. As mentioned earlier, it is supposed that if a negative example is covered by the current version of the initial program, then there is at least one clause which is responsible for this incorrect covering. We have found that the clause \(\text{peaks} \leftarrow \text{peaks}\) is incorrect. This clause cannot be removed from the initial program because the derivation of a positive example contains this clause.

Unfolding at the clause instance:
3: \(qrs\leftarrow\text{peak}([p_{\text{peak}},p_{\text{peak}},\text{line},...],[p_{\text{peak}},\text{line},...]),\text{peaks}([p_{\text{peak}},\text{line},p_{\text{peak}},...],[\text{line},p_{\text{peak}},...])\)
   - trying resolvent(s): [3-1] actual minimum is: 12.5101.
   - trying resolvent(s): [3-2] actual minimum is: 0.

The result of the unfolding is:
0: cardiac_cycles\rightarrow\text{cardiac_cycle}(A,C),\text{cardiac_cycles}(C,B)
1: cardiac_cycles\rightarrow B=A
2: cardiac_cycle\rightarrow qrs(A,C),\text{non}_qrs(C,B)
3-4: \(qrs(A,B)\leftarrow\text{peak}(A,C),\text{peak}(C,D),\text{peaks}(D,B)\)
3-5: \(qrs(A,B)\leftarrow\text{peak}(A,C),B=C\)
...

The new program will not cover the first negative example, but covers the other ones. By repeatedly using the debugger we can find another erroneous clause. The last step of the learning process is the following:

Checking positive examples:

Checking negative examples:
66: cardiac_cycles([n_peak,p_peak,n_peak,...],[[]) covered.

The above theory:
  covers 12 positive samples from 12 (100.00%) and 
  fails on 39 negative samples from 40 (97.50%).

The fact cardiac_cycles([n_peak,p_peak,n_peak,...],[[]) 
  is covered by the theory.
Starting the false proc. algorithm to determine the basis 
  of the unfolding.

Unfolding at the clause instance:
3-4-4-22-4-21-4-4-22-21-4:
qurs([n_peak,p_peak,n_peak,...],[line,p_peak,par,...]):-
  C([n_peak,p_peak,n_peak,...],n_peak,[p_peak,n_peak,p_peak,...]),
  C([p_peak,n_peak,p_peak,...],p_peak,[n_peak,p_peak,n_peak,...]),
  C([n_peak,p_peak,n_peak,...],n_peak,[p_peak,n_peak,p_peak,...]),
  C([p_peak,n_peak,p_peak,...],p_peak,[n_peak,p_peak,p_peak,...]),
  C([n_peak,p_peak,p_peak,...],n_peak,[p_peak,p_peak,line,]),
  C([p_peak,p_peak,line,...],p_peak,[p_peak,line,p_peak,...]),
  peak([p_peak,line,p_peak,...],[line,p_peak,par,...]),
  peaks([line,p_peak,par,...][line,p_peak,par,...])
  - trying resolvent(s): [3-4-4-22-22-4-21-4-22-21-4-7]
    actual minimum is: 3.44203.
  - trying resolvent(s): [3-4-4-22-22-4-21-4-22-21-4-8]
    actual minimum is: 3.52546.

The result of the unfolding is:

0: cardiac_cycles-->cardiac_cycle(A,C),cardiac_cycles(C,B)
1: cardiac_cycles-->B=A
2: cardiac_cycle-->qrs(A,C),non_qrs(C,B)
3-4-4-21-21-4-4-22-4-22-4-21: qrs(A,B):-
  C(A,p_peak,C),C(C,n_peak,D),C(D,p_peak,E),C(E,n_peak,F),
  C(F,p_peak,G),C(G,n_peak,H),C(H,p_peak,I),peaks(I,B)
  ...

Checking positive examples:

Checking negative examples:

The above theory:
  covers 12 positive samples from 12 (100.00%) and 
  fails on 40 negative samples from 40 (100.00%).

The learning process is finished because the program above has covered all positive 
examples and failed on all negative ones. The complete result can be found in Appendix B.
7 Related Work

In this section we first compare IMPUT and SPECTRE, then we compare IMPUT with other systems.

In contrast to the specialization techniques in [17, 4], SPECTRE specializes logic programs non-minimally. This means that SPECTRE may exclude other logical consequences of the program than the negative examples. Other non-minimal specialization techniques are described in [31, 5, 23, 26, 9, 20, 30, 35, 10, 25, 36]. They can be divided into three (not disjoint) groups with respect to their specialization techniques: clause removal, addition of literals and goal reduction.

The only specialization operator that is used in [35] is clause removal. In contrast to SPECTRE, the only clauses that are considered for removal in this approach are clauses that appear in the program to be specialized. As a consequence, these approaches will not be able to produce specializations that include all positive examples when all clauses in a refutation of a negative example are used in refutations of positive examples.

In [36] a technique for incremental specialization is presented, called MBR. It uses clause removal and addition of literals to prevent negative examples from being derived. In contrast to SPECTRE, the aim of this technique is not to specialize a program with respect to positive and negative examples, but make a minimal revision of the program in the sense that a minimal set of clause applications is prevented from being used. It should be noted that SPECTRE is not guaranteed to produce specializations that are minimal in this sense.

In [31, 5, 29, 26, 30, 25], clauses are specialized by adding literals to their bodies. The literals considered for being added are in these approaches restricted to those whose predicate symbols are defined in the original program. Various restrictions are also put on the variables in the literals (e.g. at least one of the variables should appear elsewhere in the clause [29]). The branching factor in the space of possible refinements is normally much larger for these approaches than for SPECTRE.

The major difference between SPECTRE and previous techniques that use goal reduction for specializing logic programs (ML-SMART [5], ANA-EBL [9], FOCL [26], GRENDEL [10], FOCL-FRONTIER [25]) is the way in which the search for a specialization is performed. The algorithms ANA-EBL, FOCL, GRENDEL and FOCL-FRONTIER, like MIS [31] and FOIL, use covering methods for finding correct specializations, while SPECTRE uses a divide-and-conquer method. This means that in the previous algorithms the refinement graph is searched repeatedly (cf. the AQ family [19]), while SPECTRE searches the refinement graph once (cf. ID3 [28]). The major difference between ML-SMART and SPECTRE is that ML-SMART only considers reducing the leftmost goal, while SPECTRE reduces the goal that is selected by the computation rule given as input to the algorithm. Experimental results [7] have shown that a dynamic computation rule, which considers the training examples, can give significantly more accurate specializations than the static computation rule used by ML-SMART.

The main difference between SPECTRE and IMPUT is the way in which clauses are selected for unfolding. SPECTRE always unfolds a clause that defines the target predicate. The idea of IMPUT is that in many cases it is more appropriate to apply unfolding upon clauses defining other predicates than the target predicate.
When a negative example is covered by the current version of the program, there is supposedly at least one clause which is responsible for this incorrect behavior. The IMPUT method identifies a buggy clause and applies the unfolding step to this clause. Hence, IMPUT can be considered a multiple predicate revision tool which contains an interactive debugger to select predicates.

Like IMPUT, the algorithm SPECTRE II [6] can also be used to specialize other predicates than the target predicate. However, in contrast to IMPUT, the choice of which clause to apply unfolding upon is made non-deterministically in SPECTRE II, while IMPUT uses the IDTS system to select a clause. The major advantage of SPECTRE II over SPECTRE is its ability to produce recursive specializations.

The theory revision system JIGSAW [1] is similar to IMPUT in that it is an integration of an existing theory revisor (RUTH [2]) and SPECTRE. The main difference between JIGSAW and IMPUT is that the latter uses an interactive algorithm to identify buggy clauses for applying unfolding upon, while the former uses a non-interactive depth-first iterative deepening scheme for finding how to minimally revise the original theory.

8 Conclusion

In this paper a new method called IMPUT is presented, for the specialization of logic programs. This method improves the original SPECTRE algorithm by combining it with an interactive debugger to identify a clause for unfolding. This solution has one big drawback that an oracle has to answer membership questions to identify a buggy clause instance. However, the IDTS method integrated in IMPUT can effectively reduce the number of these questions. One drawback of the IDTS method is that the initial test configuration can be considered as extra knowledge for the algorithmic debugger, although we usually have a preliminary assumption about the expected behavior of the predicate to be learned. From this point of view, a category partition specification can be seen as a higher-order description of the program with a close resemblance to integrity constraints [11].

The IMPUT system which integrates SPECTRE and IDTS methods has been fully implemented, but there are still examples that IMPUT can not solve:

1. \( p(X). \)
   \( \text{positive } p(f(a)). \)
   \( \text{negative } p(g(a)). \)

2. \( p(X). \)
   \( \text{positive } p((a, b)). \)
   \( \text{negative } p((a, b, c)). \)

3. \( p(X) :- \text{is_list}(X). \)
positive $p([a])$.
negative $p([a,b])$.

The reason of that IMPUT can not solve the above three examples is that the IMPUT algorithm can not do any subsumption on the variables of clauses. When IMPUT finds a unit-clause to be unfolded it will fail because it finds no literals on the right side of the corresponding clause. It will return saying "there is no possible unfolding any more". At that point the algorithm terminates. Nienhuys-Cheng and Wolf described this situation in [21] and gave a theoretically complete learning algorithm. To incorporate subsumption in IMPUT is under development.
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Appendix A - A complete learning session by IMPUT

?- start.
Welcome to IMPUT learning system.
please enter the filename to be processed: sentence.

The background knowledge is:

9: nm([bob|A],A)
10: singular_determiner([a|A],A)
11: singular_determiner([the|A],A)
12: plural_determiner([the|A],A)
13: singular_noun([boy|A],A)
14: singular_noun([dog|A],A)
15: plural_noun([boys|A],A)
16: plural_noun([dogs|A],A)
17: singular_verb([runs|A],A)
18: singular_verb([plays|A],A)
19: singular_verb([jumps|A],A)
20: plural_verb([run|A],A)
21: plural_verb([play|A],A)
22: plural_verb([jump|A],A)

The theory needs to be specialized is:

0: sentence(A,B):-nounphrase(A,C),verbphrase(C,B)
1: nounphrase(A,B):-singular_nounphrase(A,B)
2: nounphrase(A,B):-plural_nounphrase(A,B)
3: singular_nounphrase(A,B):-nm(A,B)
4: singular_nounphrase(A,B):-singular_determiner(A,C),
   singular_noun(C,B)
5: plural_nounphrase(A,B):-plural_determiner(A,C),
   plural_noun(C,B)
6: plural_nounphrase(A,B):-plural_noun(A,B)
7: verbphrase(A,B):-singular_verb(A,B)
8: verbphrase(A,B):-plural_verb(A,B)

The positive examples are:

23: sentence([bob,plays],[])
24: sentence([dogs,run],[])
25: sentence([the,boy,jumps],[])
26: nounphrase([bob],[])
27: nounphrase([the,dogs],[])
28: verbphrase([run],[])
29: verbphrase([runs],[])

The negative examples are:

30: sentence([the,boys,plays],[])
31: sentence([boys,runs],[])
32: sentence([a,dog,jump],[])

Checking input examples:

The sets of positive and negative examples are distinct.

Checking positive examples:

Checking negative examples:

30: sentence([the,boys,plays],[]) covered.
31: sentence([boys,runs],[]) covered.
32: sentence([a,dog,jump],[]) covered.

The fact sentence([the,boys,plays],[]) is covered by the theory.

Starting the false proc. algorithm to determine
the basis of the unfolding.

Is it ok [plural_nounphrase([the,boys,plays],[plays])] (y/n) y
Is it ok [nounphrase([the,boys,plays],[plays])] (y/n) y
Is it ok [verbphrase([plays],[])] (y/n) y
Is it ok [sentence([the,boys,plays],[])] (y/n) n

Unfolding at the clause instance:

0: sentence([the,boys,plays],[]):-

nounphrase([the,boys,plays],[plays]),
verbphrase([plays],[])

- trying resolvent(s): [0-1]
  actual minimum is: 10.18355343004271.
- trying resolvent(s): [0-2]
  actual minimum is: 10.390359525563188.

The result of the unfolding is:

0-1: sentence(A,B):-singular_nounphrase(A,C),
    verbphrase(C,B)
0-2: sentence(A,B):-plural_nounphrase(A,C),
    verbphrase(C,B)
1: nounphrase(A,B):-singular_nounphrase(A,B)
2: nounphrase(A,B):-plural_nounphrase(A,B)
3: singular_nounphrase(A,B):-nm(A,B)
4: singular_nounphrase(A,B):-singular_determiner(A,C),
   singular_noun(C,B)
5: plural_nounphrase(A,B):-plural_determiner(A,C),
plural_noun(C,B)
6: plural_nounphrase(A,B):-plural_noun(A,B)
7: verbphrase(A,B):-singular_verb(A,B)
8: verbphrase(A,B):-plural_verb(A,B)

Checking positive examples:

Checking negative examples:

30: sentence([the,boys,plays],[]) covered.
31: sentence([boys,runs],[]) covered.
32: sentence([a,dog,jump],[]) covered.

The above theory:
cover 7 positive samples from 7 (100.00%) and fail on 0 negative samples from 3 (0.00%).

The fact sentence([the,boys,plays],[]) is covered by the theory.
Starting the false proc. algorithm to determine the basis of the unfolding.

Unfolding at the clause instance:
0-2: sentence([the,boys,plays],[]):=
plural_nounphrase([the,boys,plays], [plays]),
verbphrase([plays],[])

- trying resolvent(s): [0-2-1]
  actual minimum is: 13.36806554250645.
- trying resolvent(s): [0-2-2]
  actual minimum is: 12.61317805208719.

The result of the unfolding is:

0-1: sentence(A,B):-singular_nounphrase(A,C),
verbphrase(C,B)
0-2-8: sentence(A,B):-plural_nounphrase(A,C),
plural_verb(C,B)
1: nounphrase(A,B):-singular_nounphrase(A,B)
2: nounphrase(A,B):-plural_nounphrase(A,B)
3: singular_nounphrase(A,B):-nm(A,B)
4: singular_nounphrase(A,B):-singular_determiner(A,C),
singular_noun(C,B)
5: plural_nounphrase(A,B):-plural_determiner(A,C),
plural_noun(C,B)
6: plural_nounphrase(A,B):-plural_noun(A,B)
7: verbphrase(A,B):-singular_verb(A,B)
8: verbphrase(A,B):-plural_verb(A,B)
Checking positive examples:

Checking negative examples:

32: sentence([a,dog,jump],[]) covered.

The above theory:

cover 7 positive samples from 7 (100.00%) and
fail on 2 negative samples from 3 (66.67%).

The fact sentence([a,dog,jump],[]) is covered by the theory.
Starting the false proc. algorithm to determine
the basis of the unfolding.

Is it ok [singular_nounphrase([a,dog,jump],[jump])] (y/n) y
Is it ok [verbphrase([jump],[])] (y/n) y
Is it ok [sentence([a,dog,jump],[])] (y/n) n

Unfolding at the clause instance:

0-1: sentence([a,dog,jump],[]):-
   singular_nounphrase([a,dog,jump], [jump]),
   verbphrase([jump],[])

  - trying resolvent(s): [0-1-1]
    actual minimum is: 4.141709450076293.
  - trying resolvent(s): [0-1-2]
    actual minimum is: 3.900134529890125.

The result of the unfolding is:

0-1-7: sentence(A,B):-singular_nounphrase(A,C),
   singular_verb(C,B)
0-2-8: sentence(A,B):-plural_nounphrase(A,C),
   plural_verb(C,B)
1: nounphrase(A,B):-singular_nounphrase(A,B)
2: nounphrase(A,B):-plural_nounphrase(A,B)
3: singular_nounphrase(A,B):-nm(A,B)
4: singular_nounphrase(A,B):-singular_determiner(A,C),
   singular_noun(C,B)
5: plural_nounphrase(A,B):-plural_determiner(A,C),
   plural_noun(C,B)
6: plural_nounphrase(A,B):-plural_noun(A,B)
7: verbphrase(A,B):-singular_verb(A,B)
8: verbphrase(A,B):-plural_verb(A,B)

Checking positive examples:

Checking negative examples:
The above theory:
cover 7 positive samples from 7 (100.00%) and
fail on 3 negative samples from 3 (100.00%).

---------------- The final result theory is: ------------ ----

0-1-7: sentence(A,B):-singular_nounphrase(A,C),
       singular_verb(C,B)
0-2-8: sentence(A,B):-plural_nounphrase(A,C),
       plural_verb(C,B)
1: nounphrase(A,B):-singular_nounphrase(A,B)
2: nounphrase(A,B):-plural_nounphrase(A,B)
3: singular_nounphrase(A,B):-nm(A,B)
4: singular_nounphrase(A,B):-singular_determiner(A,C),
   singular_noun(C,B)
5: plural_nounphrase(A,B):-plural_determiner(A,C),
   plural_noun(C,B)
6: plural_nounphrase(A,B):-plural_noun(A,B)
7: verbphrase(A,B):-singular_verb(A,B)
8: verbphrase(A,B):-plural_verb(A,B)

Appendix B - An example session using PECG

The input for the extended PECG

0: cardiac_cycles --> cardiac_cycle, cardiac_cycles.
1: cardiac_cycles --> {true}.
2: cardiac_cycle --> qrs, non_qrs.
3: qrs --> peak,peaks.
4: peaks --> peak,peaks.
5: peaks --> {true}.
6: non_qrs --> sr.
7: non_qrs --> interwave_segment, t, interwave_segment.
8: non_qrs --> interwave_segment, p, interwave_segment.
9: non_qrs --> interwave_segment, t, interwave_segment, p,
   interwave_segment.
10: sr --> segment, interwave_segment.
11: sr --> peak, interwave_segment.
12: interwave_segment --> segment, interwave_segment.
13: interwave_segment --> {true}.
14: interwave_segment --> peak, interwave_segment.
15: \( t \rightarrow t_{or\_p}. \)
16: \( p \rightarrow t_{or\_p}. \)

17: background \( (t_{or\_p} \rightarrow [p_{peak}], [n_{peak}]). \)
18: background \( (t_{or\_p} \rightarrow [n_{peak}], [p_{peak}]). \)
19: background \( (t_{or\_p} \rightarrow [p_{peak}]). \)
20: background \( (t_{or\_p} \rightarrow [n_{peak}]). \)
21: background \( (peak \rightarrow [p_{peak}]). \)
22: background \( (peak \rightarrow [n_{peak}]). \)
23: background \( (segment \rightarrow [line]). \)
24: background \( (segment \rightarrow [par]). \)

25: positive cardiac_cycles([p_{peak}, n_{peak}, line,...], []).
26: positive cardiac_cycles([n_{peak}, p_{peak}, line,...], []).
27: positive cardiac_cycles([n_{peak}, p_{peak}, n_{peak},...], []).
28: positive cardiac_cycles([p_{peak}, n_{peak}, p_{peak},...], []).
...
37: negative cardiac_cycles([p_{peak}, p_{peak}, line,...], []).
38: negative cardiac_cycles([n_{peak}, n_{peak}, line, p_{peak},...], []).
39: negative cardiac_cycles([p_{peak}, p_{peak}, n_{peak},...], []).
40: negative cardiac_cycles([n_{peak}, n_{peak}, p_{peak},...], []).
...

The output of the extended PECG

0: cardiac_cycles \( \rightarrow \) cardiac_cycle, cardiac_cycles
1: cardiac_cycles \( \rightarrow \) [true]
2: cardiac_cycle \( \rightarrow \) qrs, non_qrs
3-4-4-21-21-4-4-22-4-22-4-21: qrs \( \rightarrow \)
   \([p_{peak}], [n_{peak}], [p_{peak}], [n_{peak}], [p_{peak}],
   [n_{peak}], [p_{peak}], peaks\)
3-4-4-21-21-4-4-22-4-22-5: qrs \( \rightarrow \)
   \([p_{peak}], [n_{peak}], [p_{peak}], [n_{peak}], [p_{peak}], [n_{peak}]\)
3-4-4-21-21-4-4-22-5-21: qrs \( \rightarrow \)
   \([p_{peak}], [n_{peak}], [p_{peak}], [n_{peak}], [p_{peak}]\)
3-4-4-21-21-4-5-22: qrs \( \rightarrow \)
   \([p_{peak}], [n_{peak}], [p_{peak}], [n_{peak}]\)
3-4-4-21-21-5: qrs \( \rightarrow \) [p_{peak}], [n_{peak}], [p_{peak}]
3-4-4-22-22-4-21-4-21-4-22-4-22-4-22: qrs \( \rightarrow \)
   \([n_{peak}], [p_{peak}], [n_{peak}], [p_{peak}], [n_{peak}],
   [p_{peak}], [n_{peak}], peaks\)
3-4-4-22-22-4-21-4-21-4-22-21-5: qrs \( \rightarrow \)
   \([n_{peak}], [p_{peak}], [n_{peak}], [p_{peak}], [n_{peak}], [p_{peak}]\)
3-4-4-22-22-4-21-4-21-5-22: qrs -->
[n\_peak], [p\_peak], [n\_peak], [p\_peak], [n\_peak]

3-4-4-22-22-4-21-5: qrs -->
[n\_peak], [p\_peak], [n\_peak], [p\_peak]

3-4-4-22-22-5: qrs --> [n\_peak], peak, [n\_peak]
3-4-5-21-22: qrs --> [n\_peak], [p\_peak]
3-4-5-22-21: qrs --> [p\_peak], [n\_peak]
3-5: qrs --> peak
5: peaks --> \{true\}
6: non\_qrs --> sr
10: sr --> segment, interwave\_segment
13: interwave\_segment --> \{true\}